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 There are national assembly records about the 'Japanese Territory Map', which 
was prepared by the Japanese Navy Hydrographic Service in August 1951 and 
recently disclosed as one of the hottest news issues, when it was distributed to 
the Japanese Diet on October 22, 1951. 

  The name of the meeting was the 'Special Committee for the Peace Treaty 
and the U.S.-Japan Securty Treaty'. The red-lined portions of the minutes of the 
meeting are about Dokdo Island. Its translation is as below. 

 

  

Yamamoto: (omitted) If you see the 'Japanese Territory Map', (omitted) the Japanese 
territorial boundary is passing through Takeshima (Dokdo Island). (omitted) 

Government Delegate Kusaba: Although Takeshima (Dokdo Island) is excluded 
from the current Japanese administrative districts, I heared we can include 
Takeshima in the Japanese territory with this Peace Treaty. I think it is 
confirmed that Takeshima is a territory of Japan. (omitted) 

Government Delegate Nishimura: (omitted) That is not the territorial boundary but 
the MacArthur line. (omitted) 

Government Delegate Kusaba: As you see, it is the area permitted for fishing. 
(omitted) 



 

Minutes of the Meeting for the Special Committee for the Peace Treaty and the U.S.-
Japan Security Treaty (October 22, 1951) 

 

 

Japanese Territory Map 



  In conclusion, the opinions of Japan on the Japanese Territory Map are as 
follows; It couldn't help marking Dokdo Island like a territory of Korea because 
the MacArthur line, drawn in 1946, still remained on October 22, 1951 and this 
line excluded Dokdo Island from the administrative districts of Japan. 

Japan insists that there is no problem to consider Dokdo Island as a territory 
of Japan, based on the grounds as follows; In the Allied Powers' Instruction 
SCAPIN No. 677, it is recorded that the Korean territory indicated by the 
MacArthur line is 'not a final conclusion of the Allied Powers for the Japanese 
territory'. Furthermore, in the San Francisco Peace Treaty, Dokdo Island became 
a territory of Japan. 

However, the special brochure named 'Treaty of Peace with Japan' of 
Mainichi Shimbun published after the San Francisco Peace Treaty came into 
effect in April 1952 includes the 'Map of Japanese Territories'. 

 

Map of Japanese Territories 

 

According to the 'Map of Japanese Territories', Takeshima (Dokdo Island) is 



clearly confirmed as a territory of Korea. The special brochure 'Treaty of Peace 
with Japan' of Mainichi Shimbun took the position that the regulations of the 
Allied Powers' Instruction SCAPIN No. 677 regarding the Korean territories are 
intactly preserved in the San Francisco Peace Treaty. The reason why Mainichi 
Shimbun marked Dokdo Island as a Korean territory after the Peace Treaty 
came into effect may be because it understood that the Allied Powers held to 
their opinions for Dokdo, as shown in SCAPIN No.677 in the Peace Treaty with 
Japan. 

In Article 2 of the Peace Treaty, there is a list of  'territories to be excluded 
from Japan', but Dokdo Island is not included here. Japan is insisting that 
Dokdo Island is still a territory of Japan because Dokdo Island or Takeshima is 
not included in the list of 'territories to be excluded from Japan'. However, 
numerous Korean islands are still recognized as territories of Korea even though 
they are not included in the list. 

Since the 'Rusk Letter', which marked Dokdo Island as a territory of Japan, 
held an opinion that the Department of State and other allied powers didn't 
agree with, it cannot be a conclusion of the San Francisco Peace Treaty. In 1954, 
the Department of State fundamentally contradicted the opinion of the 'Rusk 
Documents', saying that it is based on ignorance of historical facts, through a 
confidential document of the Department of State. 

Since, in the U.K.-U.S. joint draft in June 1951, commonwealth countries, 
including the U.K., insisted that Dokdo Island is a territory of Korea, the island 
cannot be interpreted as a territory of Japan even though it is deleted from the 
provision of the Peace Treaty. 

Dokdo Island was deleted so that Japan could quickly accept the Peace Treaty 
pursuant to become independent and becomes the camp of the U.S., but, even 
though Dokdo island is not included, it can be considered as an island belonging 
to Ulleungdo Island. 

After the Peace Treaty came into effect in April 1952, the United States 
Embassy in Korea issued a statement announcing that 'Dokdo Island is a 
territory of Korea' in October, 1952. 

These facts help to illustrate that the insistence of Japan is illogical and 
not based on fact.  
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